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Android: Google Reader webapp is pretty good, but we've long wanted an official, native Google Reader app since we started using Android. Today, Google has made this dream come true, with additional volume like key navigation, multiple accounts, and sharing. The app really is a great standalone version of Google Reader, offering full search and
subscription features directly from the app. You can also use multiple accounts, synchronize your preferences, and share articles with friends (as well as view their shared articles). Among the features that you would expect, however, are a few cooler features that we are very excited about. At the top of the list is volume navigation, which, once included in
the settings, will allow you to quickly skip your feeds (a la j and k shortcuts in your desktop web app). You can also click a folder or subscription to rename it, unsubscribe from it, or change folders. And, as with most Android apps, you can click the menu button to send the article to other apps such as Facebook, Gmail and Twitter. If you're still dissatisfied with
Android RSS readers out there, we strongly suggest giving this a go. Google Reader is a free download for Android phones. It's available on the Android market, but you'll have to scroll down a bit to find it. Alternatively, hit up the CD code on the right to download it right away. Android Google Reader App is here! At the annual Google Playtime event, the
company unveiled a host of new features to help Android app developers create. Google pays a lot of attention to developers who create small android apps and gives them the tools to do so. Developers will also find it easier to create instant apps and games. Today kicks off the annual global event of Google's Android developers called Playtime. This is a
unique chance for Google to connect directly with hundreds of Android developers and tell them about new tools and features that will help them create the apps and games of the future. While Playtime 2018 is primarily geared towards developers, exploring what Google is announcing in Playtime can give us an idea of what the future holds for Android and
the apps we, the consumers, are downloading. This year, Google pays a lot of attention to developers who create small applications for Android. According to Google research, for every 6MB added to the app size, the conversion rate for the app (i.e. the number of users who complete the installation) drops by about one percent. In other words, the smaller
the app size, the more users will download it. As applications keep getting bigger and bigger, it's both in the interest of and developers to do their best to make fewer Android apps. To illustrate the problem, check out this chart of average downloaded-sized APK over time: Google Play blog Google knows that the trend needs to be reversed and - both as - We
can all appreciate these efforts, because the smaller our Android apps, the more we have on devices for other apps, music, photos, videos, etc. To make fewer Android apps, Google gives developers a new publishing format called Android App Bundle. It's a bit technical, but the basic point is that when a user installs an app, some aspects of this app that are
used by most of every app in the Google Play Store don't have to be reloaded and thus make the overall app size smaller. It's a bit like going to the store to buy ingredients for a recipe, but don't buy everything because you already have an oven, pans, flour, spoons, plates, etc., in your kitchen. When you go to buy ingredients (your app), you buy (download)
just what you lack. According to Google, this new system has an average reduction in the size of the application by 35 percent. Not too shabby! Along with reducing the size of apps, Google makes it easier than ever for developers to create instant apps. Instant game apps and tools that you can try without having to download a full app that not only makes
things more convenient, but is an important tool for devices like the ones in the Android Go program where data and storage space are very valuable. Previously, developers would have to make two versions of their app or game: one for an instant app and one for an actual app. Now they can create one app that does it all, which will make everyone's life
easier. Here are a few more things Google talks about at Playtime 2018: Google Play Instant will allow people to try Android games before the game even launches. This will help with conversion rates and create additional buzz for premium titles. Developers are now more deeply concerned about application malfunctions and other performance issues. This
will help developers learn more about the problems and hopefully better fix the situation. Google is testing tools that allow users to temporarily suspend a subscription to an app, rather than canceling it directly. Developers will be able to entice users to update the app and then perform this update without the user having to log out of the app. Google is
launching the App Success Academy, which will train developers to make large applications with high conversion rates. It is available in English today with new languages soon. Playtime 2018 continues some time after today's launch, so look forward to new development news soon! NEXT: Google Play Store doesn't work? Here are some possible A recorder
is the name of Google's voice recording app. It has automatic voice transcription while recording, so you can not only read what is being said in real time, but also search through all the recordings later. This voice recorder differs between music and speech, running in the background, so you can multitask, can record and transcribe transcribed Based on your
phone, automatically offers titles for quick saves, recordings where you've done transcription, running completely offline, allowing you to download data on Google Drive, and can share audio and transcription via email and other apps. Google's voice transcription app is installed on Pixel 4 by default, but older Pixel devices can install it manually from Google
Play. Only Google Pixel phones (Pixel 2 and newer) can use Recorder, so these steps are only relevant for Android users with Pixel. Download and install a Recorder if you don't already have one, and then follow these steps to make a new voice recording: Click the record button. Monitor the recording from the Audio tab or click The Transcript to see the
transcription of the voice in real time. Select the pause button and then save to store the record. This is also how you temporarily suspend the record or quickly delete it. Fill the title so that it's easy to recognize this voice record later. Transcriptions are the selling point in this app, and searching through them is super easy. You can search for Google's voice
recorder for any text, whether it's the lyrics, the lyrics in the podcast, your own voice, etc. There are two ways to view voice transcriptions. You can use the basic search bar at the top of all your entries to find text in any of them, or you can use the search bar inside the post to find text only in that post. To share or delete more than one post at a time, click and
hold one, then tap the others you want to include. Use the garbage button to erase them or click the exchange button to send audio and/or text to someone. The three-dotted menu also has a Save to Google Drive item. You are asked where in your account you want to keep recording and transcription. Remember that these records never leave your phone,
so if you want them stored online, you have to manually choose this version of Google Drive. These same options are available from each individual entry if you want to manage only one at a time. The text part of the recording is saved by simple text with the extension of the TXT file. All music and voice recordings are in M4A format. Google integration is
one of the big draws of Android. The search engine offers the most thorough and personalized results around. With Google Now, you can get answers by asking out loud. The new phones come from Now-on-Tap, which searches for information on the screen in the app you're using. Without having to install anything, your phone it's very good to know the
information. It all depends on Google. If you're not satisfied with the results of the search engine, you have privacy issues, or you don't want to rely on one company for everything, everything, It's time to look for alternatives. This may be amazing, but there are quite a few good options to choose from. Some offer features that Google doesn't do. So even if
you love Google, there's still reason to check what's going on on the other side of the fence. Here's a review just for you. 1. Bing Microsoft has developed Bing to compete with Google on the latter's terms. The new Bing app is trying to be a one-stop shop for everything you might know. Places Near Me features local establishments serving food selling
clothing and pumping gas. Eat and drink restaurant lists and user reviews, while Things to Do offers recreational activities in your area. Bing lures you with convenience, but it has other methods to keep you around. The built-in browser allows you to view the results without switching apps. The browser is even able to manage multiple tabs (unlike Google
Now). It also includes a barcode scanner, so you can turn to Bing to search for products that you find in stores. The app dishes out reviews and price comparisons to help you make decisions. Harvest a piece of image to search the web for similar models. Listen to the music to learn the name of the song, a la Shazam. Watch the movies to see what's playing
in theaters or on Netflix. Bing also managed to get its Version of Now-on-Tap (named Bing Snapshots) on Android before Google did. Download - Bing for Android (free) 2. DuckDuckGo DuckDuckGo does not track your searches. This is what sets this option apart from everyone else on this list. If you want privacy online, this is your best bet. That's not to
say duckDuckGo is a one-trick pony. The Android app has an outstanding position to be a web browser and news reader. Like Bing, DuckDuckGo doesn't send you to another app when you click your search results. Although you will have to use the back button often, since this app is unable to manage multiple tabs. You can save your favorite searches to
pull them back later. The homepage displays news from multiple sources that you can set up. However, DuckDuckGo is not a full-blown RSS reader, so you can't manually add feeds. But there's enough here to keep you updated on what the big stories are, and there are a few sites that are included solely to make you laugh. Download - DuckDuckGo for
Android (free) 3. Yahoo Search Yahoo Search app mixes modern features with traditional design. Enter the search at the top or select from one of the many categories below. You can pull up gas stations, look for hotels, find ATMs, look for recreational activities, or pull up the film. As is the case with Google and it's not enough these days to just pull up the
search results. Yahoo supports image and video searches, and a secure filter prevents adult content from appearing without your consent. As for the results that appear, they are not original. Bing powers powers Engine. This means that it will most likely be an app that you will use if you prefer a Yahoo interface or ecosystem by microsoft. Download - Yahoo
Search Android (free) 4. Intelligent Search and Web Browser One Engine can't search everything. Wouldn't it be helpful to have an app that scoured them all? Intelligent search and web browser offers this opportunity. And that doesn't stop at Google and Bing. This one Android app is looking for Wikipedia, social networking, shopping and news sites. Look
for products on Amazon and eBay. Check out trending topics on Facebook and Twitter. Search for images on Tumblr and Instagram. The interface is not the smoothest, but it is very functional. You can click the icon on the home screen to search this site. Then you can swipe around the action bar to look for the same terms elsewhere. You can then view the
results, including a YouTube video, inside the app. The speed and ease of use makes this a tool of great user power. Download - Smart Search and Web browser for Android (free) What are you looking for? One of the best things about smartphones is being able to search for anything anytime you want. These Android apps will help you do just that. What is
your favorite search engine? Do you use the same phone as your computer? Do you use a special app or search in your browser? Share your habits with us in the comments! What is Clicktivism? 4 Examples of how this clicktivism works are shown for many reasons and get the word out quickly when the problem needs public attention. But what is it? Related
Android Yahoo Web Search Microsoft Bing's Google Search about author Bertel King (324 articles published) More from Bertel King King
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